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About This Game
Draft! Attack! Fortify! Play the original game of strategy and world domination — now for your PC.
Enjoy the classic look and fun of RISK in an exciting new interactive experience. Play two ways as you strategize over the map
and set out to conquer the world. Test your power against computer enemies, or compete with friends in Hotseat multiplayer.
Use strategic thinking and tactical gambles and earn a host of achievements as you take territory after territory. Can you lead
your army to victory?

Features
The original board game of strategy — now on your computer
Face up to 5 AI players trying to keep you from world domination
Battle friends on the same computer in Hotseat multiplayer
Just pick up and play — it’s easy to learn and control
Customize the gameplay options like starting territories and card-set values
Earn scores of medals and awards as you progress toward victory
Can’t play the whole game at once? Just pause and resume whenever you like.
New to RISK? Follow our easy tutorial and you’ll be ready to take on the world!
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Title: Risk
Genre: Strategy, Casual
Developer:
Sperasoft, Inc.
Publisher:
PopCap
Release Date: 10 Jun, 2013

a09c17d780
Minimum:
OS:Windows XP SP3/Vista/7
Processor:1.4+GHz
Memory:2+ GB RAM
Graphics:256+ MB
DirectX®:9.0c
Hard Drive:1+ GB HD space
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Great ageod game, quite complex and long but fun, especially if you have interest in the 30 years war. Wouldn't recomend to
someone who hasn't played an ageod before however, maybe try ECW first if you still want a pike and shot period game.
Many reviews mention bugs, while im sure those people have encountered bugs, this game has not crashed anymore for me than
any other game in my steam library, neither have i encountered any game crashing bugs, and it is certainly not the 'buggiest
game ever' as one person said. I felt the need to leave review since these reviewers may put people off atleast trying the game.
Its not for everyone, and is a niche topic but it certainly deserves a much better review than most have given it.. You know what
would make this app great? Streaming support.. Disclaimer: have had this for a while, but haven't played it much as it can get
really frustrating, but that's my fault, not the game's. Really well put together, simple(ish) stage-based game, but awfully
difficult for plebs like myself that can rage against the machine (see what i did there?). All in all, worth the price you pay, be it
on sale or not. Very simplistic ui, puzzlers will find it engaging and slightly addictive, but only if you crave a good challenge and
want a sense of accomplishment if and when you complete a stage.. is bad
is very bad. I had to a ton of fixes to play this game. One involving data files from some random person that I'm sure voids any
relevance to Cossacks Iogging hours to my steam account.
Beyond technical issues that almost make it impossible to play, this game is a gem. A complete gem. If you like Ultimate
Generals Gettysburg, this will be a real treat. I've been playing this more than Cossacks 3.. I love this game, absolutely LOVE
IT. I've watched thousands of videos of it and I'm absolutely in love. But there's one issue. I have a pretty good computer, and I
still can't run the game without it lagging REALLY BAD. I'm told this is an issue on the game's side, and not mine.. Really great
game. My wife and me love it. Recomended
Great atmosphere, sound and puzzles.. Lucio simulator
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I used it to record some dumb gameplay videos. I liked it. A fair Bandicam alternative... if only Bandicam was actually on
Steam.
10/10... until Bandicam arrives on Steam to see if it makes any difference.. heh you suckers lowered the price a day before i
planned on buying it
anyways
this is a really neat game for 4-- for 2 bucks
the artstyle is pretty cool
the music is a mwah/mwah
the bossfights are interesting except for when i managed to stun the first one into doing absolutely nothing
also screw you ben you suck
and the weapons are super 100% balanced all the way and are pretty fun to switch between
the level design does try to snag you in a few knockback kills but it only ever happens so often if you SUCK which i do not
because i am a pro gamer that is a pro gamer at games he gamers at.
er
yeah this is really good for two bucks and i give it a "jumpscare" out of "where the hell is that SOUNDTRACK". its not that fun
yet, it needs a lot of work still
i like the fact that the graphic are so simpel and i would love to keep it like that
it need some sound fix
need better description of controls
and to be not dead
the biggest problem are that there is no one that are playing it, there where one server and no one playing. Good game!
The game has a gameplay process that may seem simple but compensate it by many aspects in character's progression. Add to
this point long story, good visual and great music. Hardly recommended to launch and play :) Meet you in game, traveler ;). It's
sort of like a mix between Dwarf Fortress (only more user friendly) and Rimworld (harder). It is good. 4.5\/5.. Very bad, glitchy
and buggy controls. The game is basically broken. Hopefully the dev fixes it because some straightforward levels are unbeatable
because of the glitchy and buggy controls.. If you like Darks, Voids, and Zeroes, then I must say this game has none of them.. It
has this bug at the beginning of the game to where i cant unlock it or even play the game in its self because of this.
I know this will never be fixed.
Which is the saddest part of all.. the beeest hame ever 10/10. The core concept is interesting and fun but for me it just has so
little replay value. It's a quick time filler but nothing to get excited about.
Certain classes will want to avoid some enemies and traps etc and be fine with others. Ultimately it comes down to pure random
which of these come up and then (especially early when you have less abilities) it becomes pure random if you win or lose the
ones you choose to go to.
The different dungeons dont have different traps or enemies, just a different "passive" ability for being there and a different
end boss, this doesnt really give a unique feel to them. It also feels like some of the harder ones are literally impossible without
having leveled up a class and being really lucky, rather than being tactical. But to level up the classes is just a chore of playing
them over and over.
The classes dont really get any unique abilities as such, just different ways to obtain a black dice.
You can play as 2 classes at the same time but for me that doesnt add anything to the game for me just makes it more
complicated.
I got it on sale and technically got my moneys worth as played 5 hours, but those hours were not as fun as if I had just played
games I already owned again.
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